
 
UNDER THE 
HOOD 
API Overview



The Redox API was built to abstract away the technical 
variance across systems to deliver a consistent developer 
experience. This means that as a developer, you can spend 
less time building custom interfaces and parsing data and 
more time developing your product.

This document provides an overview of key API functions 
and features, as well as information on our user Dashboard 
and system security. 

If you have any questions or would like additional 
developer insight, reach out to support@redoxengine.com.
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THE REDOX ENGINE

Redox acts as a middleware that exchanges clinical, operational, and financial data between 

health systems, provider groups, HIEs, payors, and digital healthcare applications. To 

neutralize the variance across disparate systems, Redox translates and standardizes all data, 

enabling organizations to establish robust data-sharing workflows through the Redox API. 

At a high level, an organization will establish connectivity with Redox via Web Services or a 

secure VPN connection to share desired information with partners. 
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INTERFACE CONFIGURATION
The strength of Redox’s network lies in the reusability of its connections for both health 

system IT teams and application developers. This is because every time Redox establishes a 

new connection to a health system, we map the specifications field by field to translate data 

into standardized JSON messages (see section below). We catalog and reuse this mapping 

to guarantee information is formatted and delivered consistently for all applications 

connecting to that health system, making the connectivity and testing phases of a project 

easier for each organization. 

For application developers in particular, integrations are dramatically simplified, as they only 

need to code and connect to our API once. This makes subsequent implementations more 

repeatable, and the majority move at a much faster pace. 

Reusing technical infrastructure saves application developers the extensive work of setting 

up point-to-point connections, each of which requires their own VPN connection and an HL7 

parser. With our API, developers don’t have to master various industry standards nor build 

their own infrastructure each time they integrate.

DATA TRANSLATION 

For every integration project, a Redox integration engineer will guide developer teams 

through the implementation process. Nearly all of the setup and configuration required in 

Redox will be completed by the Redox integration engineer.  
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The diagram below shows how data consumed from an external source is transformed into 

our normalized data models. Though this shows an HL7v2 message transformed into JSON, 

please note that a variety of other standards such as CDA, FHIR, X12, and Web Services can 

be both consumed and produced.

SOURCE DESTINATION

sends 
HL7v2 message

receives 
JSON messagesends responsereceives response

HL7v2

NORMALIZE

JSON

INTO REDOX JSON

MSH|^~\&|REDOX|REDOX|RE-
SULTS|123456|201612221002||
ORU^R01|123456|T|2.2
PID|1|204740|204740^^^EPI^M
R||SOLSTAS^MRTSEV-
EN||19771212|F|||||(231)343
-4652||||||223-33-1221
...

{
    "Patient": {
        "Identifiers": [
            {
                "ID": "204740",
                "IDType": "MR"
            }
        ],
        "Demographics": {
            "FirstName": "Mrtseven",
            "MiddleName": "",
            "LastName": "Solstas",
            "DOB": "1977-12-12",
            "SSN": "223-33-1221",
            "Sex": "Female",
            "PhoneNumber": {
                "Home": "+18088675301"
            }
        }
        . . .
    }
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MAPPING TABLES
Redox performs field mapping so that when systems send data using unique value sets, your 

application will always receive it in your expected format.

An example of this data normalization is the value listed as Sex in our Patient Demographics 

object—one system might send in only an “M” for male while another might send in 

“Male”. Either way, Redox will map those codes to "Male" in the JSON messages sent to 

your application. 

In addition to variations in format, category lists can also vary in actual content across health 

systems. One system’s list of visit location types in our Scheduling data model will be 

different from another system’s list of location types. During each implementation, Redox 

will take that system’s discrete category lists and map them to either new or existing values 

in a Redox standard list of values that get sent to you in JSON.

For coded values, we do not perform normalization, as ICD, LOINC, SNOMED, and other 

code sets are absolutely massive. Translating codes and mapping them between code sets 

can also have significant clinical implications, as there isn’t always a perfect mapping 

alignment between sets. 

In scenarios where we’re receiving code systems, Redox will pass along the code and the 

name of the code system.
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ARCHITECTURE CONSIDERATIONS

Queuing 
Queuing is necessary to ensure all data sent is received and processed in the order in which 

they arrive, and applications should have a queuing system developed and in place so that 

sent messages are managed and stored appropriately. Redox won’t send subsequent 

messages to an application until we receive a 200 response indicating that the message was 

received. If we do not receive one, Redox will queue subsequent messages for the 

application, ensuring that messages are not lost if an application is down for whatever 

reason.  

ID Management
The Redox API makes ID management straightforward. Here’s a breakdown of a few 

different IDs you’ll be using and interacting with while using the Redox API.

Source and Destination IDs — Application developers can sometimes confuse the Source 

and Destination IDs of the system with whom they’re exchanging data. It’s important to note 

that these IDs are not the same—incoming messages will have that system’s Source ID, 

which is different from that same system’s Destination ID (to which outbound messages 

should be sent). 

Patient IDs — Before applications can send any data into a health system, they must know 

the patient ID. Until a universal patient identifier is adopted, we must deal with the fact that 

each health system uses its own identifier for patients. In fact, some health systems use many 

more than that. Developers should code with the assumption that there will be just one 

patient ID for them to work with. When beginning to integrate with a new health system, 

always have the discussion early regarding whether this assumption is true, and work from 

there.
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Visit IDs and Direct Scheduling — Health systems always appoint visit IDs to any

appointment that gets scheduled within their system. When an application is direct 

scheduling using the Available Slots query with a health system, they can send in scheduling 

appointments using their own external ID and receive an echoed response containing the 

health system visit ID. Visit IDs are necessary if an application is looking to send in 

encounter-specific information (such as encounter notes) into the health system 

Patient Merge — Health systems run tools that analyze their master person index (MPI) and

identify potential duplicates. After reviewing the list of duplicates, they perform chart 

merges for each confirmed duplicate in their system. When this happens, downstream 

systems need to begin using the new patient identifier to ensure data is filed to the correct 

place in the EHR. 

Merges are communicated on the inbound Patient Admin data model with the event type of 

“Patient Merge”. Applications that are receiving an inbound Patient Admin feed should be 

aware of this and ensure their code accounts for this type of event. 
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REDOX DASHBOARD

The Redox Dashboard was designed to be the centralized hub of connection management, 

where users can easily find all information regarding their connections, transmissions, 

sources, and destinations. Users can also access error reports, an overview of your billing 

information, and a full list of company users. 

The Dashboard tracks message data in real time, allowing users to know what is happening 

to data at each stage of the process. The following are some of the useful features and 

components found within the Dashboard.

Message Logs — Users can see when messages are both sent and received, along with the

message ID, the data model used for its transmission, and the message timestamp. 

Message Log from a source: 

ID            Source         Data Model    Event Type  Test?   Filtered?  Resubmitted From  Errors?     Timestamp

7844837  Application   Scheduling     New             Test Apr 3, 2017 11:57:06 AM CDT

7249868  Application   Flowsheet      Arrival          Test Mar 17, 2017 3:05:39 PM CDT

Message Log from a destination: 

ID         Source    Destination    Data Model    Event    Test?   Filtered?   Resubmitted   Errors?     Timestamp
Type                                  From

279301  Redox    Application    Orders            New      Test Mar 11, 2017 1:17:11 PM CDT

218391  Redox    Application    Media             Push       Test Feb 1, 2017 6:29:14 PM CDT
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Messaging Filtering — There are two types of filtering that Redox can accomplish. The first 
is done within the Dashboard message page to refine exchanged data down to specified 
fields such as date, event type, and which data model was used to exchange the message. 
This type of filtering allows for easy troubleshooting and data reporting.   

ID            Source         Data Model    Event Type  Test?   Filtered?  Resubmitted From  Errors?     Timestamp

Data Model                      Filtered                                                                      Choose Date                       Choose Date

Start Date                            End Date

Redox also filters inbound messages to greatly reduce message volume and provide 
applications with only relevant data. For example, a large health system’s ADT feed can 
generate upwards of a million messages per day, making an unfiltered Patient Admin data 
model feed overwhelming. If an application is only interested in PatientAdmin Registration 
messages for Patients in Radiology, we can filter inbound messages down based on those 
specifications and deliver a more manageable load of pertinent information.

Subscriptions 

Our approach to integration enables projects to be easier and quicker than establishing 
traditional point to point connections. Because of this, your scalability increases as well, 
necessitating a clear method of connection management. Our Dashboard allows you to 
manage your growing connections in one easy-to-understand location.  

A subscription is defined as the authorized use of a specific data model to facilitate data 
transfer between two organizations. The subscriptions table in your dashboard allows you to 
view each connection you have within the Redox engine, as well as a subscription for each 
data model utilized at each customer site. 
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API SECURITY 
Our API and practices are HIPAA compliant, and Redox is HITRUST certified. 

Performance and Reliability of Cloud Services — The Redox API is faster and 
safer due to our built-in system alerts. These safety measures ensure the connection 
is maintained and automatically notifying a team member if a connection is experienced 
a drop.

Redox also observes message traffic patterns and have built-in alerts for when there’s 
unusual behavior—for example, if an application usually experiences an increase in Financial 
messages every Friday, a team member is alerted if this does not occur.  

If a message fails to process, we will pause before sending you any more transmissions and 
retry the last one that failed. To ensure the connection is still healthy, a Redox team member 
is automatically notified. 

As a bonus safety measure, Redox maintains a 10x environment that’s used specifically for 
performance testing. This means that at any given moment, we’re running ten times our 
current production load to ensure we can maintain performance standards and meet 
messaging demands. 

Project Timeline 
Lastly, it’s important to note that Redox won’t kick off a project until the development of an 
application’s product is completely done. This ensures the projected integration timeline is 
as accurate as possible and there are no delays in the testing and implementation phases.

CERTIFIED
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LOOKING FOR MORE? 

To review our API documentation and begin 
building on top of our platform, click on the 
cogs to create a free developer account

To learn more about our platform and 
technical infrastructure, click on the book to 
reference our Knowledge Library. 

Join the largest online community of 
healthcare developers by clicking on the cloud 
icon to the right. 

For anything else healthcare and interoperability related, check 
out our website at www.redoxengine.com.
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